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 � Exome sequencing has discovered Singlue Nucleo-
tide Variants (SNVs), it has been refractory to the 
discovery of Copy Number Variants (CNVs).

 � CNVs contribute to human diversity and disease, 
including autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy.

 � We have developed a novel method to discover and 
genotype structural variants from exome sequencing 
data.

Mapping and RPKM Normalization1

Removing Systematic Bias2

Detection and Genotyping3

 � The RPKM formula1 adjusts the read-depth for 
the size of the exon and the total number of 
mapped reads:

Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):

Conclusions and Future Work

Datasets Analyzed

Dataset # Capture Notes

HapMap 8 Nimblegen EZ 
Cap V1

NA18517, NA18507, 
NA19240, NA19129, 
NA18956, NA18555, 
NA12878, NA12156
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Asthma 117
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Parents 40

Unaffected Siblings 20
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exomes across 43 poly-
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Clustered genotypes 
from 533 exomes

 � Detect rare CNVs using a threshold approach

 � Common Copy Number Polymorphisms (CNPs) 
are genotyped by clustering averaged SVD-RPKM 
values across the locus:
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Whole-genome sequencing results in uniform read-
depth...

In contrast, exome sequencing read-depth is non-
uniform and subject to strong batch-dependent 
biases

Aligned 
short 
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 � Compared exome-based discovery to Conrad et al. (2010) 
call set (for 5 HapMap samples)

Stringent Discovery

Rare CNVs 7/7 (100%) 	�	�(100%)

Common CNPs 19/25 (76%) ����	 (73%)

16p11.2 (denovo) duplication in autism sample:

Deletion of CLCA4 in 4 COPD and 3 CF cases

Intragenic deletion of ABCA13

 � Exome-based CNV discovery and genotyping can 
�������	�����������������	��
	�����	���������-
ber up to ~8 copies

 � �	����	���	�������	�������������������	�������
missed by array-CGH approaches

 � Future Work: Validation of small events in ESP sam-
ples, SUNK-based approach to distinguish copy 
number of paralogous genes

CLCA4 is a Ca-activated Chloride channel; expressed in GI-tract

ABCA13 has been implicated in Bipolar Disorder, Schizophrenia 
and Depression
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Detecting CNVs with Next-Gen Sequencing

Whole Genome Sequencing
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Read-depth using exome-capture data
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Read-depth using exome-capture data
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Read-depth using exome-capture data
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We can use normalization and singular value decomposition (SVD) 
techniques to remove systematic bias



RPKM normalization and Z-transformation

Exon

Mapped Reads

Read-Depth

RPKM =
109 · Reads Mapping to Exon

Total Mapped Reads · Length of Exon

‣ RPKM: Reads per Kilobase of 
exon per Million mapped reads

‣ RPKM is a normalized measure or 
read depth over an exon

zRPKM =
RPKM
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RPKM normalization is not enough!
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Part II: 
Discovery of Rare Deletions and Duplications



ESP exomes analyzed

Cohort N Passed QC*

HapMap 8 8 Nimblegen V1 2009

ESP
Exomes

COPDgene 155 140

Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

ESP
Exomes

Asthma 131 117
Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

ESP
Exomes

WHI 132 112 Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

ESP
Exomes CF 139 126

Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

ESP
Exomes

ALI 50 32

Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

ESP
Exomes

Other 6 6

Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

Total 621 541 (87%)

Sequencer:
HiSeq 2000

Exome Capture:
Nimblegen V2 2010

* ≤ 10 calls/individual



Precision and Sensitivity

Exome 223 867 

CNV-Exomes vs. high-density tiling array-CGH
in 6 HapMap individuals

Events seen in:
Conrad et al. (2010) 

42 million probe aCGH
Filtered on ≥ 1 exon
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Deletion of exons in CLCA4

3 CF Cases
4 COPD Cases

CLCA4  - Calcium activated chloride channel

CLCA4
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Deletion of exons in CLCA4
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Smoothed valueszRPKM datapoints 
at each exon
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Vennekens et al., 2007 (Nature Immunology)

‣ TRPM4-/- mice showed a more 
severe cutaneous and 
anaphylactic response to 
antigens.

‣ TRPM4 is a critical regulator of 
Ca2+ entry into mast cells

~6kb deletion

~50kb duplication



Part III: 
Genotyping commonly polymorphic loci
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Exome Genotyping Accuracy Summary

‣ Genotyped 8 HapMap samples 
using both exomes and whole 
genome read-depth

‣ 62 polymorphic loci

‣ Median copy number between 1 
and 300

‣ 35/62 Loci had a r2 > 0.9

Loci with 
median copy < 8

Loci with 
median copy ≥ 8



A final note on mapping...

‣ BWA returns (by default) only one mapping per read... 

‣ this is good for base calling, but problematic for duplicated genes and 
segmental duplications.

‣ using BWA, 6.9% of reads artificially generated from reference genome map to 
a location other than their reference position, 55% incorrect placement RHD/
RHCE duplicated locus (work by Ian Stanaway, Nickerson Lab)
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mrsFAST: a cache-oblivious algorithm for 
short-read mapping

To the Editor: In addition to single-nucleotide variations and small 
insertions-deletions (indels), larger-sized structural variations (for 
example, insertions, deletions, inversions, segmental duplications 
and copy-number polymorphisms) contribute to human genetic 
diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) 
studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a 
reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study 
is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.

Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly 
longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 plat-
form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)

Algorithm Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.
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mrFAST-CO are substantially faster and more accurate (Table 1). 
mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO source codes are available for public use 
through sourceforge (http://mrsfast.sourceforge.net/).

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website.
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limited, before such read locations can be used for another read, 
they will be overwritten by new mapping locations.

mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO, in contrast, establish for each pos-
sible seed sequence S, the list L1 of reads that include S; they also 
establish the list L2 of locations in the reference genome in which 
S is observed. Instead of using two nested loops to compare each 
element of L1 with every element of L2 requiring a total of O(|L1| 
! |L2|) comparisons and cache misses, our cache-oblivious algo-
rithms partition the two lists recursively until the subproblems can 
fit in the cache hierarchy and compare the sublists with each other. 
Although the number of comparisons stays the same, the order 
in which they are performed mathematically guarantees that the 
number of cache misses are minimized asymptotically without any 
specific knowledge of the existing cache sizes or structure. Because 
all available short read mapping tools spend a substantial amount 
of execution time handling cache misses, the cache-obliviousness 
paradigm provides means to improve their performance drastically 
(Supplementary Note).

Given a user-specified number of mismatches or indels, mrs-
FAST and mrFAST-CO mathematically guarantee to return the 
coordinates of all mapping locations of each read or optionally 
up to a user-specified maximum multiplicity. Reporting coordi-
nates of multiple mapping locations does not have a substantial 
impact on run time or memory load. Our algorithms coupled 
with state-of-the-art structure variation detection algorithms 
such as Variation Hunter7 captured longer than insert size 
deletions that could not be detected by single mapping based 
approaches (Supplementary Note).

In comparison to mapping tools using the FMI, q-gram filter-
ing (filtering based on distribution of length q substrings such as 
RazerS) and other seed-and-extend techniques, mrsFAST and 
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mrsFAST: a cache-oblivious algorithm for 
short-read mapping

To the Editor: In addition to single-nucleotide variations and small 
insertions-deletions (indels), larger-sized structural variations (for 
example, insertions, deletions, inversions, segmental duplications 
and copy-number polymorphisms) contribute to human genetic 
diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) 
studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a 
reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study 
is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.

Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly 
longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 plat-
form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)

Algorithm Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.
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is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
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form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)

Algorithm Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
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reported 
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(%)b
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(h:min)a

Reads 
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(%)b
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Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.
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algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
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Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
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a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
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levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
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algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 
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‣ To minimize impact from indels, we truncate reads to 36bp. 
- Alternative: use mrFAST: uses hamming distance and can handle indels
- Significantly more resource/CPU intensive
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diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) 
studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a 
reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study 
is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.

Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly 
longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 plat-
form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)

Algorithm Time 
(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Time 
(h:min)a
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mapped 

(%)b
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Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c
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(h:min)a

Reads 
mapped 

(%)b

Locations 
reported 

(millions)c

Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.



A final note on mapping...

‣ mrsFAST efficiently finds all possible locations of a read

‣ Mappings limited to a certain edit distance (i.e., substitutions only)

‣ To minimize impact from indels, we truncate reads to 36bp. 
- Alternative: use mrFAST: uses hamming distance and can handle indels
- Significantly more resource/CPU intensive

‣ Input: FASTQ files (converted from BAM file using picard)

‣ Output: SAM files
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To the Editor: In addition to single-nucleotide variations and small 
insertions-deletions (indels), larger-sized structural variations (for 
example, insertions, deletions, inversions, segmental duplications 
and copy-number polymorphisms) contribute to human genetic 
diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) 
studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a 
reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study 
is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.

Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly 
longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 plat-
form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)
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Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.



A final note on mapping...

‣ mrsFAST efficiently finds all possible locations of a read

‣ Mappings limited to a certain edit distance (i.e., substitutions only)

‣ To minimize impact from indels, we truncate reads to 36bp. 
- Alternative: use mrFAST: uses hamming distance and can handle indels
- Significantly more resource/CPU intensive

‣ Input: FASTQ files (converted from BAM file using picard)

‣ Output: SAM files

‣ Total resource requirements and running times:

FASTQ Generation Mapping Read depth RPKM + SVD
Time 1 – 3 hours 25 min 15 min15 min

CPUs (typical) 1 (I/O limited) 80 11
File sizes 7 GB 7 GB 200 – 400 MB < 1 MB
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To the Editor: In addition to single-nucleotide variations and small 
insertions-deletions (indels), larger-sized structural variations (for 
example, insertions, deletions, inversions, segmental duplications 
and copy-number polymorphisms) contribute to human genetic 
diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) 
studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a 
reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study 
is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also 
provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.

Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly 
longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 plat-
form and 2 100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with 
the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a 
problem. A human genome resequencing study1 using 36-bp reads 
has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within 
two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 
36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed 
an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and 

indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mis-
matches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 
615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations 
for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp 
reads within six mismatches (Table 1).

As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it 
is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. 
To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as 
Maq2, Bowtie3, RazerS4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA)5 
have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture 
all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the Ferragina-
Manzini index6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) 
for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches 
or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read 
length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to 
be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in 
terms of speed and/or accuracy.

We developed ‘micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment 
and search tool’ (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping 
algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of 
short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within 
a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the 
reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cache-
oblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary 
Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that 
can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is 
a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed 
mrFAST1, a simple ‘seed and extend’–type mapping algorithm).

Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend 
algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) 
from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table 
for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome 
and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified 
number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the 
algorithms, the operating system copies the information related 
to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster 
levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using 
the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in com-
parison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend 
algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read 
would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 

Table 1 | Speed and accuracy of mapping
Read length 
(errors):

36 bp (2 errors) 50 bp (3 errors) 75 bp (4 errors) 100 bp (6 errors)
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Bowtie 5:14 91.65 1,404 3:13 92.73 610 NA NA NA NA NA NA
BWA 3:10 92.05 1,581 10:23 93.38 729 59:35 90.16 212 67:38 87.91 42
Maq 6:45 90.91 1,609 10:05 89.25 458 NA NA NA NA NA NA
mrFAST-CO 6:12 92.18 1,486 9:21 93.39 663 11:32 90.22 193 17:54 88.55 155

mrsFAST 2:00 91.79 1,411 1:55 92.91 613 2:00 89.35 177 2:49 87.27 138
RazerSd 10:17 91.79 <100 12:17 92.91 <100 12:00 89.35 <100 25:10 87.27 <100
BWAe 0:10 92.05 <1 0:15 93.38 <1 0:25 90.16 <1 7:04 87.91 <1
We mapped one million reads of indicated read lengths and within the given number of errors, to the human reference genome HG18 build 36 by indicated algorithms. All rows (except the 
last two) denote the time needed to report all mapping locations. Because of its high memory requirement, we could not run RazerS for read multiplicities >100. Note that in some columns 
the total number of mapping locations is higher for Maq or BWA than for mrsFAST or mrFAST-CO because Maq often returns mapping locations with an error rate higher than the user-specified 
rate and BWA returns certain mapping locations multiple times. NA, not applicable.
aTime required for mapping (on a single personal computer). bPercentage of the reads mapped. cTotal map locations reported (in millions). dMaximum multiplicity, 100. eSingle location.



Part IV: 
A complimentary approach...



...

BAM files from 575 samples
(BWA alignments)

Nimblegen V2 targets BED file

Measure coverage at each target 
for each sample using bedtools

Only count concordant alignments with MAPQ 
>= 30

Screen for exons having samples with zero 
alignments (i.e., putative homozygous deletions)

Candidate exons must have:
- at least 2 samples with zero coverage

- 0.01 < MAF < 0.5
- median coverage of at least 25 alignments

Candidate homozygous deletions
Aaron Quinlan



Samples (only WHI shown)

Ex
on

s
Deletion of 2nd exon of GHR ~10% AF

(transmembrane receptor for growth hormone)
chr5:42.565-42.721 Mb

depth = 0
depth 1..10000

Aaron Quinlan



Conclusions and Future Directions

‣ Exome-based read-depth methods:

‣ Can discover rare CNV variants which intersect exons

‣ Genotype common copy number polymorphic sites, up to ~8 copies

‣ Find single-exon homozygous deletions

‣ Future directions:

‣ Paralog-specific identification of highly-duplicated genes

‣ Characterization of both rare and common copy number polymorphisms 
across the ESP data set (2,700+ exomes)

‣ Refined detection of CNV breakpoints and single-exon deletions

‣ Comparison between SVD and Filter methods
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(Conrad et al.)

 � Exome sequencing has discovered Singlue Nucleo-
tide Variants (SNVs), it has been refractory to the 
discovery of Copy Number Variants (CNVs).

 � CNVs contribute to human diversity and disease, 
including autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy.

 � We have developed a novel method to discover and 
genotype structural variants from exome sequencing 
data.

Mapping and RPKM Normalization1

Removing Systematic Bias2

Detection and Genotyping3

 � The RPKM formula1 adjusts the read-depth for 
the size of the exon and the total number of 
mapped reads:

Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):

Conclusions and Future Work

Datasets Analyzed

Dataset # Capture Notes

HapMap 8 Nimblegen EZ 
Cap V1

NA18517, NA18507, 
NA19240, NA19129, 
NA18956, NA18555, 
NA12878, NA12156

NHLBI

Exome 
Sequencing 

Project

533 Nimblegen EZ 
Cap V2

Asthma 117

Cystic Fibrosis 126

COPD 140

Acute Lung Injury 32

WHI 112

Other 6

Autism 80 Nimblegen 
CCDS

Probands 20

Parents 40

Unaffected Siblings 20

Estimation of False Discovery Rate for Rare CNVs:

Genotyping Accuracy of Common Polymorphisms:

PDPR (16q22.1)

Average SVD Value Across Region
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 � The Z-RPKM further adjusts for variable capture 
� 3�#�&�0���,.��&��/'&+:

 � Correlated known copy 
number for the HapMap 
exomes across 43 poly-
morphic loci [

 � 71% overall call accuracy

 � r2 = 0.69 for all samples 
and regions

SVD

Array-based Copy Number

Exome-
based 
Copy 

Number

 1 2 3 4 5
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 � Compared exome copy number 
genotypes with whole-genome 
read-depth data [ from the 1000 
Genomes project across 72 loci 
.#,"�%��#�&��'(0�&-%��*�
1–300.

 � 46% of loci were highly correlat-
ed, r2 > 0.9

 � r2�
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r2 = 0.67

r2 = 0.26

r2 = 0.69

HapMap Samples

Clustered genotypes 
from 533 exomes

 � Detect rare CNVs using a threshold approach

 � Common Copy Number Polymorphisms (CNPs) 
are genotyped by clustering averaged SVD-RPKM 
values across the locus:
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Captured regions    
(probes)

Read-depth using exome-capture data

Exons

Mapped 

Reads

Read-Depth

diploid

hemizygous 

deletion

Captured 

Regions

Exons

Aligned short reads

Read-Depth

��,��,#&!����+�.#,"���/,���&�*�,#'&���)-�&�#&!

Whole-genome sequencing results in uniform read-
depth...

In contrast, exome sequencing read-depth is non-
uniform and subject to strong batch-dependent 
biases

Aligned 
short 
reads

 � Compared exome-based discovery to Conrad et al. (2010) 
call set (for 5 HapMap samples)

Stringent Discovery

Rare CNVs 7/7 (100%) 	�	�(100%)

Common CNPs 19/25 (76%) ����	 (73%)

16p11.2 (denovo) duplication in autism sample:

Deletion of CLCA4 in 4 COPD and 3 CF cases

Intragenic deletion of ABCA13

 � Exome-based CNV discovery and genotyping can 
�������	�����������������	��
	�����	���������-
ber up to ~8 copies

 � �	����	���	�������	�������������������	�������
missed by array-CGH approaches

 � Future Work: Validation of small events in ESP sam-
ples, SUNK-based approach to distinguish copy 
number of paralogous genes

CLCA4 is a Ca-activated Chloride channel; expressed in GI-tract

ABCA13 has been implicated in Bipolar Disorder, Schizophrenia 
and Depression
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(Conrad et al.)

 � Exome sequencing has discovered Singlue Nucleo-
tide Variants (SNVs), it has been refractory to the 
discovery of Copy Number Variants (CNVs).

 � CNVs contribute to human diversity and disease, 
including autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy.

 � We have developed a novel method to discover and 
genotype structural variants from exome sequencing 
data.

Mapping and RPKM Normalization1

Removing Systematic Bias2

Detection and Genotyping3

 � The RPKM formula1 adjusts the read-depth for 
the size of the exon and the total number of 
mapped reads:

Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):

Conclusions and Future Work

Datasets Analyzed

Dataset # Capture Notes

HapMap 8 Nimblegen EZ 
Cap V1

NA18517, NA18507, 
NA19240, NA19129, 
NA18956, NA18555, 
NA12878, NA12156

NHLBI

Exome 
Sequencing 

Project

533 Nimblegen EZ 
Cap V2

Asthma 117

Cystic Fibrosis 126

COPD 140

Acute Lung Injury 32

WHI 112

Other 6

Autism 80 Nimblegen 
CCDS

Probands 20

Parents 40

Unaffected Siblings 20

Estimation of False Discovery Rate for Rare CNVs:

Genotyping Accuracy of Common Polymorphisms:

PDPR (16q22.1)

Average SVD Value Across Region

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

 � The Z-RPKM further adjusts for variable capture 
� 3�#�&�0���,.��&��/'&+:

 � Correlated known copy 
number for the HapMap 
exomes across 43 poly-
morphic loci [

 � 71% overall call accuracy

 � r2 = 0.69 for all samples 
and regions

SVD

Array-based Copy Number

Exome-
based 
Copy 

Number

 1 2 3 4 5

6

5

4

3

2

1

 � Compared exome copy number 
genotypes with whole-genome 
read-depth data [ from the 1000 
Genomes project across 72 loci 
.#,"�%��#�&��'(0�&-%��*�
1–300.

 � 46% of loci were highly correlat-
ed, r2 > 0.9

 � r2�
����������������������	������

 � r2�
����������������������	������

Median Copy 1��

Median Copy ���

1000 Genomes

1000 Genomes
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E
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e 
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ed

r2 = 0.67

r2 = 0.26

r2 = 0.69

HapMap Samples

Clustered genotypes 
from 533 exomes

 � Detect rare CNVs using a threshold approach

 � Common Copy Number Polymorphisms (CNPs) 
are genotyped by clustering averaged SVD-RPKM 
values across the locus:

RHD Locus 
(1p36.11)

Average SVD Value Across Region
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Captured regions    
(probes)

Read-depth using exome-capture data

Exons

Mapped 

Reads

Read-Depth

diploid

hemizygous 

deletion

Captured 

Regions

Exons

Aligned short reads

Read-Depth

��,��,#&!����+�.#,"���/,���&�*�,#'&���)-�&�#&!

Whole-genome sequencing results in uniform read-
depth...

In contrast, exome sequencing read-depth is non-
uniform and subject to strong batch-dependent 
biases

Aligned 
short 
reads

 � Compared exome-based discovery to Conrad et al. (2010) 
call set (for 5 HapMap samples)

Stringent Discovery

Rare CNVs 7/7 (100%) 	�	�(100%)

Common CNPs 19/25 (76%) ����	 (73%)

16p11.2 (denovo) duplication in autism sample:

Deletion of CLCA4 in 4 COPD and 3 CF cases

Intragenic deletion of ABCA13

 � Exome-based CNV discovery and genotyping can 
�������	�����������������	��
	�����	���������-
ber up to ~8 copies

 � �	����	���	�������	�������������������	�������
missed by array-CGH approaches

 � Future Work: Validation of small events in ESP sam-
ples, SUNK-based approach to distinguish copy 
number of paralogous genes

CLCA4 is a Ca-activated Chloride channel; expressed in GI-tract

ABCA13 has been implicated in Bipolar Disorder, Schizophrenia 
and Depression
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(for HapMap analysis)

S1 through S18 removed 

(for autism cohort)

Including autism cohort 

(78 Samples)

541 ESP samples and

8 HapMap samples



FASTQ file contains 
sequencing data
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